
Date Time Stamp Topic

6/3/13 (1) 2:00 Where is Dr. Carolyn?
Jim Walters, N.D. found RNA Drops through Bob
Jim had broken his neck 20 years ago and didn't sleep but
one hour in 24 hours.
Started sleeping 6-8 hours per night with the RNA Drops.

13:45
Old cells have toxins.
Fermentation quality of the Drops was going to be acting as

of the body.
Arrogant for scientists to call it junk DNA.

Peer group  reviewing product, created by our own words.
People don't realize that their urination and defecation is

26:56 Quite an elderly lady - natural supplements and good food
Hip dysfunction and using a walker

With my interest in nutrition how did things go this way?
Most people are not getting therapeutic with their
magnesium because they are not taking enough.
Only 20% absorbed at the cellular level.

Is this too much or too little too late?
Injury, accident in family history.
Started in back when I delivered my first child at 17 years old.
Instructions on bottles and FAQs on website
Whole body can be replaced in seven years with new cells.

Write you own new story.
45:05 Rose bushes were dead; now they are brilliant

I've already shipped out boxes as soon as they got here.
State of joy, bliss, and connection

50:37 Seeing double vertically
If you have something very strange, you need to get that
checked on.
Maintain a detachment and balance in emergency situations.

Dr. Walter's seminar for eclectic practitioners.
ReAline really does come in with elimination.

a probiotic.
Food that the good bacteria like to eat - prebiotics
RNA Drops is energy medicine - works on electromagnetics

Ionsphere and cell signaling.

off. ReAline and RNA Drops brings that back to normal.

Adrenal exhaustion and Hashimotos

ReMag is going to be a lifesaver for so many people.

You can't listen to other's stories.

Reestablishing ReLyte into my body.
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